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Kalender van onze cloudweken

Wat is het voordeel van de cloud bij 
networking? 

Hoe uw infrastructuur ombouwen en 
integreren in de ‘sexy’ cloud? 

Hoe een veilige back-up garanderen 
van uw clouddata? 

Security Architecture: een absolute 
must bij cloud services?

Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework 
(CAF), een gezonde basis om ook van 
uw cloud journey een succes te 
maken

Geen zorgen over het het beheer van 
uw Azure-omgeving met Realdolmens 
Azure Cloud Services 
DELAYED, new date coming soon

2/3

3/3

9/3 17/3

16/3

10/3

Inspire

www.realdolmen.com/nl/cloudevents
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whoami

Bart Verboven

Cloud solution architect

Consultant since 2007

Working with Azure since 2015

Infrastructure background

bart.verboven@inetum-realdolmen.world
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The Framework
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Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework for 
Azure

Align business, people and technology strategy to achieve business goals with 
actionable, efficient, and comprehensive guidance to deliver fast results with 

control and stability.

Achieve balance
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Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework for 
Azure

Ready

• Azure readiness guide
• First landing zone
• Expand the blueprint
• Best practice Validation

Plan

• Digital estate
• Initial organization alignment
• Skills readiness plan
• Cloud adoption plan

Adopt
Define Strategy

• Understand motivations
• Business outcomes
• Business justification
• Prioritize project

Manage
Business commitments
operations baseline •

Ops maturity

Govern
Methodology • Benchmark

initial best practice • 
Governance maturity

Migrate
• First workload migration
• Expanded scenarios
• Best practice validation
• Process improvements

Innovate
• Innovation guide
• Expanded scenarios
• Best practice validation
• Process improvements
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Strategy
Why are we doing this?
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Define Strategy

Document your cloud strategy to help stakeholders understand the 
business outcomes the organization is pursuing by adopting the cloud

1 Motivations
Understand motivations to 
move to cloud 

3 Business Justification
Develop a business 
justification that supports 
your motivations and 
outcomes

2 Business 
Outcomes
Engage stakeholders to 
document specific 
business outcomes

4 Identify First 
Project
Leverage business and 
technical criteria to 
choose your first project

Capture the current state of your cloud adoption using the “Cloud Journey Tracker” tool at

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/assessments/
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Define Strategy | Develop Business Justification
Dispel common cloud migration myths such as ..

Everything 
should go 
into the 
cloud

Cloud is 
always 
cheaper 

Mirroring on-
premise 

environment will 
save money in the 

cloud

I can run 
workloads on-
prem cheaper 

than in the 
cloud

Server costs 
drive business 

cases for 
cloud 

migration

An operating 
expense model 
is better than a 
capital expense 

model

I have less 
visibility and 
control over 

my cloud 
resources

Public Cloud 
is not secure

Moving to the 
cloud is like 
flipping a 

switch
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Define Strategy | Identify First Project

• Should align with your 
motivations for cloud adoption 

• Should demonstrate progress 
towards a defined business 
outcome

• Project is a source of learning.
• It might result in production 

deployments, but it will probably 
require additional effort first.

• The output of this project is a set 
of clear requirements to provide 
a longer-term production 
solution.

• Critical business events: Use 
Azure Site Recovery as a disaster 
recovery tool, reducing 
dependencies on disaster 
recovery assets within the 
datacenter.

• Migration motivations: Start 
with a noncritical workload and 
use Azure readiness guide and 
the Azure migration guide for 
guidance

• Innovation motivations: 
Creation of a targeted dev/test 
environment can be a great first 
project.

First Project 
Criteria

First Project 
Expectations

First Project Examples
for each motivation category

Choose the first project to move to the cloud by using a clearly defined criteria and 
clearly identified outcomes to achieve
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Plan
I love it when a plan comes together

- John “Hannibal” Smith
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Plan
Cloud adoption plans convert the aspirational goals of the cloud adoption 
strategy into actions. It will help guide technical efforts, in alignment with 
the business strategy.

1 Rationalize Digital estate
Rationalize your digital estate to 
determine best approach to cloud 
adoption

3 Skills readiness plan
Get your people ready by 
identifying skills gap and 
plan

2 Initial org alignment
Align governance and cloud adoption to 
mitigate risks 

4 Cloud adoption plan
Create an actionable cloud adoption plan 
that aligns to your business strategy 
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Plan | Initial Org Alignment
Implementing Cloud adoption plan requires some initial alignment of 
different stakeholders who will make the plan a reality

Cloud Adoption 
Team

Cloud Governance 
Team

Speed vs 
Control 

• Create a balance between speed or moving quickly and control or reducing 
risks by have teams accountable for adoption and governance. 

• While cloud adoption team is required to execute cloud adoption tasks, 
governance team ensures processes and controls are implemented
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Plan | Skills Readiness Plan
Cloud computing is a technology shift and a new set of skills are required to support cloud solutions

Identify the gaps Look across teams Create an org-wide learning 
plan

1 2 3
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Plan | Cloud Adoption Plan 
• Prerequisites: Confirm that all prerequisite steps have been completed 

before you create your plan.

• Define and prioritize workloads: Prioritize your first 10 workloads to 
establish an initial adoption backlog.

• Align assets: Identify which assets (proposed or existing) are required to 
support the prioritized workloads.

• Review rationalization: Review rationalization decisions to refine 
adoption-path decisions: Migrate or Innovate.

• Define iterations and releases: Iterations are the time blocks allocated 
to do work. Releases are the definition of the work to be done before 
triggering a change to production processes.

• Estimate timelines: Establish rough timelines for release planning 
purposes, based on initial estimates.

Translate strategy and effort into an actionable cloud adoption plan
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Plan |Azure DevOps Cloud Adoption Plan 
Generator Leverage Azure DevOps to log and 

track your cloud adoption plan
aka.ms/adopt/plan 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-adoption-
framework/plan/template

https://azuredevopsdemogenerator.azurewebsites.net/?name=CloudA
doptionPlan
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Ready
Ready Set Go
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Ready

1 Azure Readiness 
Guide
Azure Readiness guidance in 
the Cloud Adoption Framework

3 Expand the blueprint
Use the landing zone 
considerations to enhance the 
blueprint template

2 First landing zone
Leverage the Cloud Adoption 
Framework migrate landing zone 
blueprint

4 Best practices
Validate landing zone 
modifications against best 
practices

Ready establishes a cloud foundation or adoption target that can provide 
hosting for any adoption efforts. 
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Compute Network Storage

Configuring 
virtual machines 
for availability, 

scale and 
performance

Planning for 
performance, 

durability, 
scalability and 

archival

Designing the network 
for current and future 

connectivity 
requirements

Planning for 
production 

operations for 
monitoring and 

disaster recovery

Manage

Control access to 
resources, what can 
be used, setup cost 
management and 

chargeback

Governance

Build a solid foundation using best practices and prescriptive guidance prior to starting migration efforts

Azure Readiness Guide: https://review.docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/cloud-adoption/ready/azure-
readiness-guide/?branch=CAF%2Fmigrate-v1

Naming Standards Resource 
Organization

Identity and Access

Ready | Azure Readiness Guide 
the first landing zone

https://review.docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/cloud-adoption/ready/azure-readiness-guide/?branch=CAF%2Fmigrate-v1
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Ready | First Landing Zone

Landing zone is the environment 
that is provisioned to host 
workloads being migrated from 
an on-premises environment into 
Azure.

The Cloud Adoption Framework 
migrate landing zone blueprint 
creates a landing zone which can 
be updated to meet your specific 
needs.
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Azure Well-Architected Framework

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/framework/

Luke,

There is another
framework
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https://aka.ms/adopt/Plan

Landing zone 
decision guides
aka.ms/adopt/landingzone

Leverage decision 
guides to quickly align 
blueprints with 
customer 
requirements.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/cloud-adoption/plan/template
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Hub – Spoke reference architecture
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Adopt
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Adopt: Migrate
Cloud adoption will include workloads which do not 
warrant significant investments in the creation of new 
business logic. These workloads are candidates for 
migration to the cloud. 

ReadyPlan AdoptDefine 
strategy

ManageGovern

Assess

• Evaluate assets and 
establish a plan

• Validate pre-
requisites: landing 
zone, skilling

• Drivers: reducing 
capex, freeing up DC

• Quantitative factors: 
VMs, networking, 
compatibility

• Qualitative factors: 
process dependencies, 
critical business events

Migrate: rehost

• Replicate (lift and 
shift)
on-prem functionality 
using cloud native 
technology

• Leverage Azure
Migration Guide

Optimize

• Balance performance
and price

• Deliver the right
experience within 
budget

• Resize VM size, resize 
storage, resize 
database

Secure and 
manage

• Prepare the migrated 
asset for ongoing 
operations: security, 
monitoring, 
configuration
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Adopt: Innovate
Older apps can take advantage of many of the same cloud-
native benefits by modernizing the solution or components of 
the solution. Modern DevOps invites into the process to create 
shorter feedback loops and better customer experiences. 

ReadyPlan AdoptDefine 
strategy

ManageGovern

Infrastructure 
abstraction
• Cloud native 

applications built 
from the ground 
up optimized for 
cloud: 

• Resiliency
• Global scale
• Agility
• Security 
• Autoscaling

Innovate: 
refactor
• Refactoring an 

application to fit a 
PaaS/Serverless-
based model or 
refactoring code 
to deliver on new 
business 
opportunities.

• Drivers: faster 
and shorter 
updates,
code portability, 
greater cloud 
efficiency 
(resources, 
speed, cost)

Innovate: 
rearchitect
• Modify existing 

applications into 
managed 
containers to take 
advantage of 
cloud native 
benefits 

• Drivers: 
application scale 
and agility, easier 
adoption of new 
cloud capabilities, 
mix of technology 
stacks

Innovate:
rebuild
• A new code base 

is created to align 
with a cloud-
native approach. 
App Data and AI 
Services

• Drivers: 
accelerate 
innovation, build
apps faster, 
reduce 
operational cost

DevOps

• Culture
• Development
• Testing
• Release
• Monitoring
• Management

https://azure.microsoft.com/overview/cloudnative
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Adopt |Migration planning and execution
A step by step approach

Migration plan

Migrate Optimize Secure & manageAssess 

TCO  |  Target workloads  |  Approach  (e.g., Rehost) |  Timelines

Azure Migrate   |  Azure Database Migration Service |  Azure Cost Management  |  Azure Security & Management 
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Adopt | Migrating your app to Azure IaaS

LOB AppLOB App

Azure IaaS

Azure IaaS

Web/ App layer

Data layer

Azure Migrate –
Server Migration
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Adopt | Migrating your app to Azure IaaS & 
Azure SQL Database Managed Instance 

LOB AppLOB App

Azure IaaS

Azure SQL DB MI

Web/ App layer

Data layer

Azure Migrate –
Server Migration

Azure Migrate –
Database Migration
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Adopt | Migrating your app to Azure App Service 
& Azure SQL Database Managed Instance

LOB AppLOB App

Azure App Service

Azure SQL DB MI

Web/ App layer (.NET)

Data layer

App Service 
Migration Assistant

Azure Migrate –
Database Migration
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Adopt | Migrating your app to App Service & Azure 
Database for MySQL/ PostgreSQL/ MariaDB

LOB AppLOB App

Azure App Service

Azure DB for MySQL/ 
PostGreSQL/ MariaDB

Web/ App layer (PHP)

Data layer

App Service 
Migration Assistant

Azure Migrate –
Database Migration
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Agentless migration: Windows Server & 
Linux 

VMware, Hyper-V, Physical server 
migration

SQL / Non-SQL data migration

Web app migration to Azure App 
Service

Migration from on-premises, AWS, & 
GCP 

Integrated with Carbonite, Cloudamize, 
Corent Tech, Device42, Turbonomic, 
and UnifyCloud

Adopt | Azure Migrate for all your migration needs
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Adopt | Azure Migrate – Database Migration
1. Seamless, end-to-end solution 

for moving databases to the cloud 
from on-premises and AWS RDS

2. Assessments across various 
database targets including Azure 
SQL Database and Managed 
Instance 

3. Achieve near-zero downtime as 
you migrate your business-critical 
applications

4. Migrate at scale from multiple 
sources to your target database
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As you move
• Right-size Azure resources based on 

assessment guidance

• Use Azure Hybrid Benefit and Azure 
Reserved Instances to save money

After you move
• Unified experience to optimize cloud 

spends: Azure Cost Management
• Azure Advisor: Built-in best practice 

recommendations (e.g., turn off idle VMs)

Modernize for longer term 
value

Adopt | Continuously optimize resources 
during and after migration
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Adopt | Your transformation journey (Path #1)
Ops efficiency focus

Refactor | Rearchitect | Rebuild

App-oriented modernization triggers 
(driven by app prioritization) 

Rehost (‘lift-optimize-shift’)

IT-oriented migration triggers 
(driven by timelines) 
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Adopt | Your transformation journey (Path #2)
App innovation + Ops efficiency focus

Refactor | Rearchitect | Rebuild

App-oriented modernization triggers 
(driven by app prioritization) 

Rehost (‘lift-optimize-shift’)

IT-oriented migration triggers 
(driven by timelines) 
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Adopt | Migration tooling 
Options

Migration is more than a shift & lift 
rehost to IaaS using tools like Azure 
Site Recovery. 

Modernize some assets during 
migration with PaaS focused solutions 
like Database Migration Service

Over time, refactor and modernize 
any workloads that represent 
innovation potential

Expand workload architecture options w/ broaden tooling
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Governance
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Govern
Policy definition ensures consistency across adoption efforts. 
Alignment to governance/compliance requirements is key to maintain 
a well-managed cross-cloud environment.

ReadyPlan AdoptDefine 
strategy

ManageGovern

Cost management

• Evaluate and monitor 
cost

• Limit IT spend
• Scale based on

business demand
• Create cost 

accountability

Security baseline

• Compliance with
IT Security 
requirements

• Apply security 
baseline to all 
adoption efforts

Resource 
consistency
• Consistency

in resource 
configuration

• Enforce on boarding, 
recovery and 
discoverability 
practices

Identity baseline

• Enforce identity
and access baseline

• Apply role definitions 
and assignments

Deployment 
acceleration
• Centralize templates
• Drive consistency 

and standardization

Business risk
• Document evolving 

business risk
• Document risk tolerance 

based on data 
classification, and 
application criticality

Policy & 
compliance
• Convert risk decisions into 

policy statements
• Establish cloud adoption 

boundaries

Processes
• Establish processes to

monitor violations 
• Adhere to

corporate policies
• Cloud Center

of Excellence
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Govern | Traditional approach
Sacrifice Speed for Control

Developers

Operations

Cloud Custodian / 
Engineers responsible 
for Cloud environment
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Govern | Cloud-native governance
Speed and Control

Developers

Built-in controls through 
policy instead of workflowOperations

Cloud Custodian 
Team
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What is a Governance 
MVP?
The smallest unit of 
configuration management and 
policy management 
implementation required to 
establish a scalable foundation

Why establish a governance MVP?
A rapidly implemented, yet scalable starting 
point creates balance. This model allows 
existing IT functions to mature at their own 
pace, without slowing business results. As they 
mature, IT policies can be applied consistently.

Govern | What and Why of Governance MVP
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Govern | Making Governance Actionable with Native 
Tools

• Azure Blueprints
• Azure Policy
• Azure Cost 

Management
• Azure Advisor
• Azure Portal
• Azure EA Content 

Pack

• Azure Blueprints
• Azure Policy
• Azure Security Center
• Azure Sentinel
• Subscription Design
• Encryption
• Hybrid Identity
• Azure Networking
• Azure Automation

• Azure Blueprints
• Azure Policy
• Azure Monitor
• Azure Advisor
• Resource Manager 

Templates
• Resource Graph
• Management Groups

• Azure Blueprints
• RBAC
• Azure AD
• Azure AD B2B
• Azure AD B2C
• Directory Federation
• Directory Replication

• Azure Blueprint
• Azure Policy
• Resource Grouping 

& Tagging
• Resource Manager 

Templates
• Azure Advisor
• Azure DevOps
• Azure Site Recovery
• Azure Backup
• Azure Automation

Azure Monitor 
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Govern | Integrating 3rd Party Tools

Cost Management 
3rd parties
• HashiCorp

Terraform

Security baseline 3rd

parties
• Splunk
• HashiCorp Vault

Discovery,  
onboarding, and 
recovery 3rd

parties
• ServiceNow
• HashiCorp

Terraform

3rd party identity 
providers
• HashiCorp Vault

Deployment 3rd

parties
• Nagios
• HashiCorp

Terraform
• devops tools like 

Chef, Puppet, 
Zabix

Monitoring 3rd

parties
• OpsCompass
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Cost Management

The sky is not the limit, your wallet is
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Govern | How are you thinking about Cost 
Management
• What are the cost management concerns

• Do you have a centralized way of tracking spend

• How do you monitor and manage cloud costs

• What are the policies related to resource assignment and tagging?

• Do teams have the ability to dynamically size and scale assets for demand, 
how does that impact cost control?

• Is there an ongoing process to address optimization?
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Security Baseline
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Govern | How are you thinking about 
Security Baseline
• How are you handling security / protection of data

• What are the policies applied to networks

• How are you handling elevated rights within the environment

• Can developers use any and all services in Azure?

• Have you defined rules around who can create new management groups and 
subscriptions?

• Are you reviewing processes on a regular cadence with other stakeholders
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Identity Baseline
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Govern | How are you thinking about 
Identity Baseline

• What connectivity are you establishing between 
Azure and your telco provider

• What authentication methods are you applying 
for your users

• Do you use O365 and Active directory today?
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Resource Consistency
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Govern | How are you thinking about Resource 
Consistency

• Will you allow users to create assets and resources from the 
Azure portal

• What is the process for selecting / approving resources which can 
be used?

• What are your resource classification rules and requirements?

• What tooling will you use to facilitate asset creation?

• How are you sizing your assets?

• Have you planned your Azure hierarchy?

• What is the governance review and audit process?
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Deployment 
Acceleration
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Govern | How are you thinking about 
Deployment Acceleration

• Of your environment today how much automation do you apply to current operations?

• What do you do around configuration management and avoiding configuration drift
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Govern | Critical Partners
Building the right MVP

Governance is a team sport
Defining a governance MVP creates an 
opportunity to partner with existing IT functions, 
in manageable implementations.

Cloud Adoption: understand the plan for 
adoption, deployment, or migration to the cloud
IT Security: Understand initial identity, 
encryption, and networking requirements
Identity: Align to hybrid identity implementation
Network: Align to existing network criteria
Storage: Align to encryption practices

Remember Tangible Risks
An MVP doesn’t attempt to fulfill all 
requirements. Instead, collaborate with each 
team to identify the minimum requirements 
based on the current cloud adoption plan.
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Manage
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Management

• Identify critical 
operations for
business operations

• Map operations
to services

• Analyze services 
dependencies

• Create high level 
view service 
dashboards

Monitoring

• Enable data 
collection

• Identify operations 
baseline

• Generate alerts 
• Measure Service 

Metrics and 
generate SLAs

Resiliency

• Enable a resilient 
platform

• Recover from 
failures with 
minimal downtime 
and
minimum data
loss before

• Evolve to a highly 
available platform

Manage | Manage and operations
Manage and operations enumerates, implements, 
and iteratively reviews related to the expected 
operational behavior of the service. 

ReadyPlan AdoptDefine 
strategy

ManageGovern
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Manage | Azure Monitor
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Recap
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Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework for 
Azure

Ready

• Azure readiness guide
• First landing zone
• Expand the blueprint
• Best practice Validation

Plan

• Digital estate
• Initial organization alignment
• Skills readiness plan
• Cloud adoption plan

Adopt
Define Strategy

• Understand motivations
• Business outcomes
• Business justification
• Prioritize project

Manage
Business commitments
operations baseline •

Ops maturity

Govern
Methodology • Benchmark

initial best practice • 
Governance maturity

Migrate
• First workload migration
• Expanded scenarios
• Best practice validation
• Process improvements

Innovate
• Innovation guide
• Expanded scenarios
• Best practice validation
• Process improvements
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Next steps



DEFINE
STRATEGY

PLAN
WORKSHOP

CLOUD READINESS WORKSHOP – 3 DAYS
We help assess your cloud readiness based on workshops with C-level 
and business owners and level the path for a future migration

READINESS REPORT

 Executive mandate
 Cloud drivers
 Financial model
 Business criteria
 Technical criteria 
 Performance: SLA, 

uptime, managed services
 Rationalisation
 Business outcome

 Migration best-practices
 Governance services
 Pitfalls in migration
 Application cherry picking 

and workshop with 
application owner and 
technical owner

 Skilling track for 
onboarding

 Rationalisation
 Landingzone

 Reporting with business 
outcome

 Define pitfalls for a cloud 
migration based on our 
workshop

 We address the readiness 
of 1 application based on 
the workshop with 
technical owner and 
business owner (no 
assessment)



DEFINE
STRATEGY

PLAN
WORKSHOP

CLOUD READINESS WORKSHOP – 5 DAYS
During this assessment and workshop we assess the Cloud Readiness of the 
infrastructure based on an assessment of the assets using the Azure Migrate tool

READINESS REPORT

 Executive mandate
 Cloud drivers
 Financial model
 Business criteria
 Technical criteria 
 Performance: SLA, 

uptime, managed services

 Inventorize virtual 
machines and applications 
with Azure Migrate or 
Cloudamize

 TCO and ROI calculation
 Best practices and 

governance workshop
 Define basic landingzone

 Skilling track for 
onboarding

 Managed services 
options

 Report on migration steps 
and process

 Migration pitfalls
 Overview consumption plan 

and migration estimation



DEFINE
STRATEGY

PLAN
WORKSHOP

CLOUD READINESS WORKSHOP – 10 DAYS
During this assessment and workshop we prepare Cloud migration by assessing 
readiness and define a landing zone

READINESS REPORT

 Executive mandate
 Cloud drivers
 Financial model
 Business criteria
 Technical criteria 
 Performance: SLA, 

uptime, managed services

 Inventorize virtual 
machines and applications 
with Azure Migrate or 
Cloudamize

 TCO and ROI calculation
 Best practices and 

governance workshop
 Define landingzone
 Networking and security 

overview

 Skilling track for 
onboarding

 Managed services 
options

 Report on migration steps 
and process

 Migration pitfalls
 Setting up azure 

subscription
 Consumption plan and 

migration estimation
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CLOUD GOVERNANCE WORKSHOP – 10 DAYS
This workshop focusses on existing Azure customers who want to professionalize 
their environment and be ready to scale out with all necessary governance in 
place.
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Thanks!
For more information:

Robin Simons
Focused sales multi-cloud

robin.simons@inetum-realdolmen.world
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Resources
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https://aka.ms/adopt/govern

https://aka.ms/adopt/gov/Assess

https://aka.ms/adopt/gov/MVP

https://aka.ms/adopt/gov/journey

Assess current state and future state to 
establish a vision for applying the 
framework

Assess2

Establish a Minimally Viable Product 
(MVP) to serve as a foundation for 
governance

MVP3

Frame the conversation to mitigate 
tangible business risks through 
consistent governance

Framework1

Mature with each release to align 
Cloud Adoption and existing IT functionsEvolve4

Resources

https://aka.ms/adopt/govern
https://aka.ms/CAF/gov/Assess
https://aka.ms/CAF/gov/MVP
https://aka.ms/adopt/gov/journey
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